Philosophers of science turned to historical case studies in part in response to
Introduction
As Joseph Pitt argues in this issue, the heavy use of case studies in the philosophy of science in the last few decades has been, among other things, a response to Thomas Kuhn's inºuential argument that "history, if viewed as a repository for more than anecdote or chronology, could produce a decisive transformation in the image of science by which we are now possessed" (Kuhn 1962, p. 1) . Pitt argues forcefully that case studies are not able to perform the functions that Kuhn set forth for them and that, implicitly and explicitly, philosophers of science expected them to fulªll. In this paper, I argue that Pitt's dilemma for case study work is ill founded so that the dilemma does not undermine the uses to which Kuhn expected them to be put, but that some of his claims about how best to make case studies philosophically useful are nonetheless correct. My argument relies on the fact that scientiªc change is considerably more orderly than Pitt's Heracleiteanism suggests. At any time, within particular domains (or problematics), some claims are relatively better established than others and some techniques more reliable than others. Furthermore, to overturn the relative epistemic position of such claims and techniques, rather speciªc burdens are placed on their critics. In effect, there is a rough and ready epistemic consensus about the relative vulnerability of certain key claims in particular scientiªc communities, at least within certain domains (see Burian 1985; Burian 2003 [in press] ). This is part of what gave Kuhn's muddy notion of a paradigm its initial plausibility. In favorable cases, the existence of this sort of local-or, perhaps, regional-consensus, enables case studies to achieve reasonable agreement about the boundaries of a case study, the relevance of some putative contextual factors, and so on. Accordingly, I am considerably more optimistic than Prof. Pitt about what we gain from well-executed case studies. I will argue that, properly deployed, they can yield deeper understanding of science than alternative methods and that they ought to play a greater role in philosophy of science than the mainly heuristic one to which he relegates them.
What are Case Studies?
Prof. Pitt's account of case studies in the history of science is narrower than mine, so it is worth stopping for a moment to ask what we each mean. Case studies are concerned with scientiªc work carried out during a limited time period and are usually restricted to a speciªed set of scientists, institutions, laboratories, disciplines, or traditions. They may, but need not, be focused on an individual scientist. They typically focus on work in a speciªed domain or on some speciªed topic (what Pitt calls a "problematic")-for example, on work on black body radiation, or locating black holes, or the material composition of genes, etc. The issues examined may be quite heterogeneous. For example, there are case studies concerned with the research strategies of particular individuals or laboratories, differences between particular research programs, the impact of a new technology on a particular research problem, what went into transforming an instrument devised for one purpose to suit it to a different job, and on the impact of funding from a particular patron or foundation on the content of particular scientiªc work. Occasionally, the topics are quite large. Thus, a number of people have done interlocking case studies in order to compare treatments of the problem of heredity in different biological disciplines around the turn of the twentieth century. But case studies usually deal with relatively narrow topics. And most of the case studies that interest philosophers of science are organized around a focal issue of broad interest, for example the relationship between theoretical and technological innovation in certain lines of scientiªc work or the strengths and weaknesses of particular research methods or technologies in a certain domain.
I will defend uses of case studies that begin with some general knowledge of the focal issue toward which the case study(ies) are directed, but do not deploy the cases in hypothetico-deductive style as a test of (universal) philosophical theses about the place of values in science, or about scientiªc method, epistemology, or metaphysics. 1 There is a deep reason for this. Like Prof. Pitt and many others I do not believe that there is such a thing as the place of values in science, the scientiªc method, or the epistemology or metaphysics of science. This theme will recur throughout the paper, and my treatment will yield an argument that it does not have the Heracleitean consequences that Pitt thinks it does.
A Review of the Dilemma
Pitt's dilemma may be summarized as follows. On the one hand, if we choose our cases to support, illustrate, or even test a general philosophical or methodological claim about science, our sampling procedure and interpretation of the case will be, indeed, must be, systematically biased. The philosopher's interpretation of the material covered in the case study must be shaped by the very methodological or epistemological claim that is to be tested. Accordingly, this procedure reinterprets the historical record, usually anachronistically, in terms of the very methodological thesis that is at stake. It also ignores all parts of science to which the thesis being considered is not germane. This is not just Pitt's position; similar claims are put forward by Joseph Agassi, Paul Feyerabend, Thomas Kuhn, Imre Lakatos, and Larry Laudan, among others. Because the cases are chosen and manipulated in these ways, this procedure is guilty (perhaps inadvertently) of systematically cooking data to ªt the investigation at hand. As is familiar, Imre Lakatos (Lakatos 1971 (Lakatos , 1972 suggests a rather impractical way to escape this horn of the dilemma. Expose each philosophical methodology to all the cases considered by all of the competing philosophical methodologies. Exclude the trivially mistaken methodology that considers all science to be rational. The best methodology examined is the one that evaluates the greatest number of these cases as behaving in accordance with sound methodology, for it maximizes the rationality of science. Unfortunately, however, this test assumes that the methodology that maximizes the number of cases that are considered rational has assigned credit and demerits correctly. There is no independent standpoint available to certify the correctness of this assumption or to vouchsafe the particular assignments of rationality (or lack thereof) by this procedure. There are a number of variants on this strategy, e.g., Larry Laudan's use of touchstone judgments by scientists (Laudan 1977) , but they are all subject to similar objections.
Alternatively, if we start a case study without any philosophical issue in mind, it is unclear what sort of moral we can or should draw. The risk of hasty generalization is enormous. A series of case studies-even a few hundred of them for that matter-does not provide a sufªcient basis for generalizing about science, which is as richly diverse as any human enterprise. Unless the sample is appropriate and is not skewed by systematic bias this problem is insurmountable-and to know that the sample is appropriate and unbiased, one would already have to know how to determine whether a case should count as an instance of good science. Thus, philosophers and historians who start from case studies cannot prevent systematic bias or hasty generalization. Conclusion: without independent support, methodological or philosophical morals drawn from case studies are untrustworthy. 2 This argument is often used to support a philosophical stance that Kuhn opposed (as do the contributors to this issue). I call it top-down philosophy of science because its adherents maintain that we should be able to support or derive norms for science or standards of scientiªc knowledge from strictly philosophical considerations (usually epistemological, sometimes metaphysical). Thus we work 'down' from philosophy to an account I will explore two ways of grouping case studies, both quite powerful. The ªrst is to construct longitudinal studies of work bearing on a particular scientiªc problem, that is, studies that follow the evolution of the problem and of scientists' ways of dealing with it. The second is to set up comparative studies of approaches to a problem taken by workers in different laboratories or disciplines or by use of different tools and technologies. To be effective, such studies need to take account of the multiple settings within which scientiªc work takes place-theoretical, technical, instrumental, institutional, political, ªnancial, national . . . Context here is like a set of matroshkis, i.e., nested Russian dolls, except that the nesting can be continued indeªnitely and in several directions. Nonetheless, and Pitt and I apparently disagree about this, for practical purposes the contexts to be considered can usually be limited by requiring clear demonstration of their relevance to the execution of the scientiªc work or the historical resolution of the issues at stake.
Thus, I maintain, the best use of case studies is "bottom-up." The point of case study methods is to work up from an appreciation of the scientiªc work in its context. A case study does its job only if it yields improved understanding of how scientists solved (or failed to solve) problems, what methods they used or tried to use, how their various tools were made to interact, how they evaluated hypotheses and factual claims, and so on. If one is willing to count work as genuinely scientiªc only if it meets a pre-set criterion or general aim (such as truth seeking), then one is not honestly working bottom up and risks misunderstanding the case. This does not mean that one proceeds in a philosophical vacuum. Cases are chosen in part for philosophical reasons. We will see how this works shortly.
In an attempt at reºexive self-consistency, I will argue against the philosophers' dilemma by working the way I claim is desirable-bottom up, from case studies. Given space limitations, I will have to be extremely telegraphic, adumbrating rather than constructing case studies. For convenience, I will draw on some of my own case study work, which has been both longitudinal and comparative, and has dealt with cases in developmental and evolutionary biology and in genetics. In drawing on these case studies, the philosophical issues I have in the back of my mind are these:
1. How do biologists deal with complex situations for which they do not have adequate theories? More speciªcally, what can we learn from appropriate case studies about ways in which biologists have balanced between high theory and powerful techniques? 2. What light can case study work shed on epistemological aspects of the interactions among scientists trained in different disciplines?
My answers to these two questions yield a response to the dilemma. Case studies can produce ªndings that cannot be gotten from more abstract 'armchair' philosophical work; methodologically and epistemologically useful case studies need not be philosophically innocent and need not proceed to grand conclusions by induction from absurdly small samples.
Topic One: Following Complex Interactions in the Absence of High Theory
To sketch an account of some ways of proceeding in the face of very limited theoretical knowledge I will draw on a case study that deals with investigations that began with very little guidance from theory and in near Jean Brachet (1909 Brachet ( -1988 , son of the Belgian embryologist and cytologist Albert Brachet, began to work on the localization and distribution of nucleic acids in 1927. His ªrst major article on this topic, on which he worked more-or-less continuously well into the 1970s, was published in 1929. Brachet was very much a hands-on experimental scientist, always devising and exploiting new techniques. His 1957 book, Biochemical Cytology (Brachet 1957) , was the bible of methods in that ªeld for a number of years.
Brachet began to work on the nucleic acids long before DNA was suspected to be the genetic material. His initial interest centered on biochemical embryology, and most of his early investigations were directed to ªnding out the distributions and roles of the nucleic acids in the development of a great variety of embryos. One phase of this work, from roughly 1940 to 1952 is of particular interest here, among other things because it led him smack into the problem of understanding protein synthesis. Crystallized RNAse, an enzyme that attacks RNA but not DNA, became available in 1938. By 1940 Brachet had worked out a technique using this enzyme that enabled him to stain RNA and DNA differentially in successive microtome slices of cells and tissues. With this technique he was able to make pretty good quantitative estimates of the distribution of DNA and RNA within embryos and cells. Many organisms had about as much total RNA in the cytoplasm of their newly fertilized eggs as they had DNA in the nuclei of their cells by the time they formed a gastrula, i.e., when they had hundreds or thousands of cells. During this period of the embryo's life, the amount of RNA went down in proportion to the increase of DNA. Thus Brachet's ªrst hypothesis, quite reasonable given the available evidence, was that RNA is a precursor of DNA, required for synthesis of DNA.
From 1940 to 1952 he gradually reªned his techniques. (He even cooked up radioactive compounds in a backyard oven when he wasn't allowed into his laboratory during the Second World War.) By 1952 he had
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developed extremely strong support for a series of strikingly new claims. Before I show you how far he had gotten, note that this work was completed before the Hershey-Chase experiment, ªrst published in 1952 (Hershey and Chase 1952) , had demonstrated that the DNA in bacterial viruses probably served as their genetic material. It was also published before Watson and Crick announced their ªndings regarding the structure of DNA (Watson and Crick 1953) . Here is an incomplete list, reºected in the sole diagram of a little book he published in 1952 (Brachet 1952, p. 115, see Figure 1 ). DNA occurs exclusively in the nucleus of cells; some RNA is found in the nucleus (and is probably formed under the inºuence of DNA); RNA is exported from the nucleus; most RNA is found in the cytoplasm; a major fraction of it is in ribosomes (themselves discovered during this period). Ribosomes also contain protein and, when proteins are formed, they seem to grow on or in conjunction with ribosomes. Finally, to be able to produce signiªcant amounts of protein, cells must make or contain plentiful RNA. The ramiªcations of this work and its connections with other work deserve detailed attention, and belong at the heart of a full-ºedged case study, but for present purposes we can extract a straightforward point without further ado. Brachet made minimal use of theory until at least the middle of his career and always remained suspicious of over-dependence Figure 1 . The scheme of protein synthesis redrawn from Brachet (1952, p. 115) . This embryological diagram IS not a declaration of the "central dogma" that information is transferred only from nucleic acid to protein (Crick, 1970) . Nonetheless, note the approximation to subsequently accepted details of the roles of the nucleic acids in the mechanisms of protein synthesis and that the feedback loops convey no information.
on theoretical assumptions. There was no theoretical principle, guideline, or expectation about the distribution of the nucleic acids that shaped Brachet's early work. Indeed, orthodox opinion when he began to work considered RNA to be a plant nucleic acid and DNA an animal nucleic acid-and did not identify nucleic acid as involved in any important way in protein synthesis. His early work thoroughly undermined the putative plant/animal distinction between the nucleic acids, and by 1938 he had identiªed RNA as a key participant in protein synthesis. The localization work that enabled him to do this was not based on methods of hypothesis testing, and not shaped by clear-cut theoretical assumptions until quite late in the game. Rather, it was based on an expanding toolkit of methods and instruments for tracing the spatio-temporal distribution of DNA, RNA, proteins, and other materials in cells and tissues during the development of a wide variety of organisms. And it was based on the opportunistic adaptation of new techniques, such as the use of radioactive tracers, to 'triangulate' 5 on the locations, synthesis, and degradation of the substances he was investigating. Yet his ªndings, built on following the compounds, came to be of crucial importance for work on protein synthesis and for understanding the genetic controls that determine which proteins are made when. Brachet was drawn into these issues by his exploratory experiments, not on the basis of prior theoretical commitments. 6
Interim Conclusions
I draw two morals from this and related case studies of exploratory experimentation. The ªrst moral is that exploratory experimentation is widespread and comes in many modes-and that once one looks for it, it is easy to ªnd examples in many disciplines. 7 Yet exploratory experimentation is not a category found in standard top-down philosophy of science, as is easily conªrmed by scanning even rather recent literature. The usual views,
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5. The notion of triangulation is important and deserves wider exploitation. Some relevant sources are (Wimsatt 1981; Star 1986; Star and Griesemer 1988; Wimsatt 1991; Burian 1993a Burian , 1993b Wimsatt 1994 ; see also Culp 1994) .
6. There is much more to say about the ways in which the entities at stake here-e.g., ribosomes and, for that matter, DNA and RNA-are constituted. They resemble, in certain respects at least, what Hans-Jörg Rheinberger calls 'epistemic objects', which are formed and reformed as the objects under investigation as characterized by the theoretical-plus-practical means of identifying them. For ribosomes see Rheinberger (Rheinberger 1995 (Rheinberger , 1997a (Rheinberger , 1997b and for a more general treatment of 'epistemic things' see Rheinberger (Rheinberger 1997c) .
7. See, for example, (Steinle MS 2001) for a case study showing that exploratory experimentation of the style described here is not restricted to the biological sciences or the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
based on philosophical models of hypothetico-deductive, inductive, and abductive inference, are limited to three major ways in which experiments are related to theories. Experiments can test hypotheses, they can generate and/or support hypotheses by induction, and they can determine which of the available explanations best ªt the facts. Exploratory experimentation does not ªt any of these standard models. Hence it is invisible, a fact that illustrates one way in which top-down philosophy produces systematic bias in interpreting scientiªc literature.
The second moral, to wit, that there are many different kinds of relationships between exploratory experimentation and high theory, is best supported by use of additional case studies. I mention three other cases that illustrate the spectrum toward greater involvement of theory. One concerns the efforts by Theodosius Dobzhansky, one of the founders of the synthetic theory of evolution, to utilize Sewall Wright's highly mathematical shifting balance theory of evolution to account for variation found in certain natural populations of Drosophila pseudoobscura in work done during the 1940s and 1950s. According to Wright's theory, there should be demes (genetically isolated local populations) that exhibit considerable random genetic variation in rapidly evolving populations. (The variation among demes provides the raw material for selection to change the composition of the whole population relatively quickly.) Dobzhansky's use of Wright's theory was undermined (but the theory was neither tested nor refuted) when he found that the seemingly random variation of some of the key populations he had examined was seasonally cyclic, and thus was a response to the environment guided by selection. 8 Another case concerns the collaboration of François Jacob and Jacques Monod, ampliªed slightly below. These scientists began their joint work in the Pasteur Institute when they were both in the laboratory of André Lwoff, a microbial physiologist. Their collaboration led them to develop the concept of the operon, the basis for the ªrst widely accepted model of gene regulation, applied in detail to the bacterium Escherichia coli. At one key phase, their experiments involved simply following the time course of events (including the synthesis of certain enzymes) when certain well-deªned genetic material, donated by one strain of bacteria, was introduced into bacteria with a different, but also well-deªned genetic consti-
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The Dilemma of Case Studies Resolved 8. For Dobzhansky, see (Dobzhansky 1981) , including (Provine 1981) , (Lewontin 1981) , and the introductions to the individual articles, particularly IX, XII, and XX. For Wright, see (Provine 1986) , the ªve papers co-authored with Dobzhansky included in (Dobzhansky 1981) , and (Wright 1986) , including Provine's introductions. For an interpretation of Dobzhansky's experimental style, and some ways in which signiªcant portions of his experimental work do not ªt an hypothesis testing models, see (Lewontin 1993). tution. This case is particularly interesting and complex because Jacob and Monod relied heavily on theory in designing their experiments and were in the business of testing hypotheses. Still, some of their most important results concerned unexpected ªndings that neither conªrmed nor inªrmed the high theory involved, but opened up new doors for studying what we now call regulation of gene expression. Unfortunately, it requires a large-scale account of this case to spell out the intricate interrelation between exploratory experimentation and theory involved.
A third example nicely illustrates that exploratory work remains at the heart of contemporary molecular genetics. Consider, for example, the 'gene knockout' experiments done on 'anonymous genes', identiªed in DNA sequence databases by the fact that they are downstream from a signal used in initiating transcription of genes (an 'open reading frame'). Many such experiments aim at detecting, if possible, what the products of those genes do-or, more exactly, what happens when disrupting the genes in question eliminates their products. 9 These examples, and countless others, make it clear that exploratory experiments, rather like those that Brachet undertook, are ubiquitous in molecular biology-and in many other disciplines as well.
To work out the issues I have raised about the relation of exploratory experimentation to theory one needs to rely on case studies. The relationship between exploratory experiments and high theory depends on the domain under investigation, the state of our knowledge of that domain, and the power of the available research tools. It cannot be analyzed from ªrst principles or from attention to the use of experiments central to philosophical accounts of scientiªc theories and explanations in theory-driven situations.
Topic Two: Working Across Disciplines
In a recent memoir, Of Flies, Mice, and Men, François Jacob writes, "In the early days of molecular biology, at mid-century, most research was the product of teams of two, of duos, of pairs" (Jacob 1998, p. 47) . He mentions such prominent pairs as Beadle and Tatum, Luria and Delbrück, Perutz and Kendrew, Watson and Crick, Jacob and Monod, Meselson and Stahl. Many more such pairs could be added to his list. Strikingly, these pairs typically involve people who come from different disciplinary backgrounds. This is the phenomenon I discuss next.
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9. For a philosophical paper that addresses an unusual example, but that reinforces the point and explores the difªculty of this exploratory work, see (Culp 1997 ) and my comments thereon (Burian 1997a ).
Case 2: Analyzing the Control of ß-Galactosidase Synthesis in E. coli. My account of this case must be extremely telegraphic. However, the central point is easy to comprehend. It concerns the collaboration of Jacob and Monod in the work eventuating in the discovery of messenger RNA and the analysis of the operon, described in extenso in (Judson 1996, esp. chap. 7). 10 One key set of experimental techniques employed Jacob's tools, acquired in his collaborative work with Elie Wollman on bacterial and bacteriophage genetics. These included manipulation of bacterial genomes so that they contained speciªc variants of speciªc genes and performing experiments in which genetically characterized donor bacteria from one culture simultaneously injected their DNA from a ªxed starting point on the bacterial chromosome into genetically characterized recipient bacteria from a distinct culture. These techniques allowed one to map both bacterial and bacteriophage genes, to follow the time course of gene expression, and to study interactions between bacteria and bacteriophage.
Monod's experimental tools were based on ªfteen years' intense biochemical analysis of the metabolism of lactose digestion in bacteria, including (like Jacob and Wollman) a special strain (K-12) of Escherichia coli. One of the primary techniques that Monod employed was biochemical kinetics. He provided an enormous stock of genetically distinct strains of E. coli that produced variant enzymes (often totally absent in related bacteria) required for the synthesis of ß-galactosidase, an enzyme crucial for the digestion of lactose. A striking phenomenon kept his interest in this enzyme and its metabolism alive. Even when a gene required for synthesis of the enzyme was present in the bacteria, they did not make that enzyme except in extremely well deªned conditions-in the typical case, only when the medium in which the bacteria lived contained no glucose, but did have plentiful lactose. Monod recognized that if he could get at the mechanism by which the bacteria controlled the production of ß-galactosidase and metabolically related materials, he might have a way of understanding control of protein synthesis. He employed a rich armamentarium of inducers, inhibitors, and modiªers of ß-galactosidase synthesis that could be used to test which steps were blocked and to ensure that speciªc genes were expressed or not expressed in cells of particular genetic constitutions.
The immediate point is that Monod did not have tools for manipulating DNA, for mapping genes, and for controlling crosses between bacte-
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The Dilemma of Case Studies Resolved 10. Jacob touches on this work in a partially popular, partially autobiographical vein in (Jacob 1998) . For shorter recent treatments of this work, see (Morange 1998, chaps. 12 and 14) and (Burian and Gayon 1999). ria, while Jacob did not have a system subject to the ªne-grained controls that Monod did. Neither could have done alone what they did together. In working together, they occasionally encountered key differences in their theoretical assumptions. A crucial example concerns Monod's strong commitment to the idea that control of the production of proteins could not involve direct interaction of other materials with DNA, which, he thought, could only be changed by mutation. 11 In particular, protein synthesis took place in the cytoplasm and proteins were made on ribosomes, so no direct interaction of other materials with chromosomal DNA was required for protein synthesis as such. He held onto this commitment until sometime in 1957. In contrast, Jacob, who handled DNA in ways that Monod did not and who had studied the incorporation of bacteriophage genetic material into bacterial genomes, held that DNA interacted in many ways with other substances. DNA, for him, was not sacrosanct; in various circumstances it altered its behavior and its accessibility to interaction with other materials that altered its behavior. In brief, Monod thought of the genome as static up to mutation, while Jacob thought of it as dynamic.
Jacob and Monod's experiments on the time course of the production of ß-galactosidase and related proteins when the relevant genes were introduced into novel cellular conditions eventually resolved this disagreement in favor of Jacob. The most famous of those experiments showed that what we now call gene expression began at full speed within seconds of the entry of DNA containing a functional ß-galactosidase gene into a cytoplasm that did not have an inhibitor to block expression of the ß-galactosidase gene. But the same set of experiments also showed that after about an hour, something new was present in the cytoplasm that blocked further expression of those genes (Pardee, Jacob, and Monod 1959) . Both Monod's ªne-grained control of the variants of the system of galactosidase production and Jacob's system for injecting DNA from one strain of bacteria to another were needed to design the decisive experiments. It took both technologies, but without the battle to achieve experimental resolution of the discrepancies between their beliefs the technolo-
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11. Until 1956 or 1957, Monod thought that the control of production of different gene products occurred in the cytoplasm by mechanisms involving competition between the primary gene products for substrate and the template action of those products on protein precursors. This position employed the instructional models prevalent in immunology during this period and ªt well with the views of many immunologists and biochemists about the mechanisms of protein production. Judson (Judson 1996) entitles his chapter on the Jacob-Monod collaboration with a characteristic quotation expressing Monod's attitude at the time: "The gene was something inaccessible." gies alone would not have been sufªcient for them to achieve their vision of the operon. That vision, once without the battle to achieve experimental resolution of the discrepancies between their beliefs achieved, was beautiful and although it was ªercely debated, it quickly gained wide acceptance. The operon is a highly integrated system of control circuitry governing the behavior of several genes. At least one of these produces a soluble protein that travels through the cytoplasm and, perhaps in conjunction with other molecules, interacts with the DNA itself. In doing so, it regulates expression of all of the genes controlled by the operon, itself included, in effect by throwing a switch that blocks the transcription of mRNA. Such a protein is called a repressor.
The differences between the tools that Jacob and Monod brought to their joint work and the disparities between their underlying assumptions highlight the fact that each of them brought distinctive resources to bear in their intense and productive collaboration. Something of the sort is true for each of the pairs on Jacob's list. In these cases (and many more), the members of the pair drew on different disciplinary backgrounds or employed distinctive tools or technologies for gaining access to a common subject matter. Typically, they also discovered that their assumptions were divergent and that they had to resort to experiment to resolve which of their disagreeing intuitions (if either) was correct.
More Interim Conclusions
The central moral here is obvious, though controversial. The discrepancies in theoretical assumptions were resolved by experiments that drew on both Jacob's and Monod's sets of tools. The work was effective in part because those tools were used to resolve signiªcant ambiguities in the interpretation of the experiments or disagreements about which processes and materials were involved in particular experimentally stable ªndings. In general, the pairs of collaborators reached agreement about the issues they studied because, in spite of the disparate theoretical assumptions and divergent beliefs about the behavior of key theoretical entities, they could satisfy themselves that they had gained access to the same underlying processes and entities.
Perhaps it is worth stressing that the agreement achieved concerned highly theoretical entities. In the case of Jacob and Monod, the operon and the repressor (the molecule that, in context, blocked mRNA synthesis)-a molecule that was utterly uncharacterized biochemically-surely count as theoretical entities! The collaborations on Jacob's list succeeded because the different tools brought to common projects could be used to triangulate on common objects and behaviors even when the collaborators held sharply differing positions about what those entities were and/or how they
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The Dilemma of Case Studies Resolved behaved. Epistemologically speaking, the lesson is that it is often possible for scientists with sharply different fundamental assumptions to isolate some properties of speciªc things or processes with a deªnite location in space and time, even though the things or processes in question count as theoretical entities. By thus localizing what they are talking about, in good cases, the collaborators can go on to pin down facets of the behavior of the objects they are investigating and test these decisively against the background of shared results. There is no guarantee of success in such investigations, but at least the outline of the pathway by means of which to probe the entities in question is clear. Taking the matter one step further, I suggest that this sort of pinning down of entities, processes, and behaviors often involves-and may even require-'local' knowledge and highly speciªc devices for ensuring that the spatio-temporal localizations are properly ªxed. In the case of Jacob and Monod, particular strains of E. coli, with known characteristics, particular biochemical inhibitors of ß-galactosidase synthesis that intervened at known points in the synthetic chain, and the like provided the means for forcing resolution of their disagreements. And these tools, in turn, depended on some rather long traditions of work, including highly speciªc knowledge originating in the Pasteur Institute and in bacterial and bacteriophage genetics. The particularity of the tools is crucial. For example, only about 1 in 400 strains of E. coli permit the combination of controlled [i.e., inducible] synthesis of ß-galactosidase and susceptibility to phage λ both of which were required for the experiments carried out by Pardee, Jacob, and Monod. 12 The strains of bacteria employed by Jacob and Monod derived from strains of E. coli K-12 supplied by Joshua Lederberg. The two investigators, each acting separately for his own purposes, had originally chosen the K-12 strains because they had one of the two capacities that turned out to be required for the key experiments of their collaboration. The 'local' knowledge of the speciªc genetic capacities of these key strains of bacteria was quite rare among bacterial geneticists at the time. Without it, the experimental resolution of the disagreement between Jacob and Monod about the interaction of other substances with DNA would not have occurred, at least not by the pathway that, in fact, produced the answer for them. 13
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12. Joshua Lederberg, personal communication. Ability to become lysogenic with phage λ is present in roughly 1/20 strains of E. coli; similarly for inducibility of ß-galactosidase. These traits are independent, so the odds of a strain having both are roughly 1/400.
13. For more on the importance of the choice of organism, see (Lederman and Burian 1993) . For the more general issue of the importance of the choice of experimental tools and techniques, see (Clarke and Fujimura 1992). This dependence on highly particular knowledge shows the difªculty of providing a general characterization of what is required to 'triangulate' on a theoretical entity or behavior. One starts out with a strong disagreement. One is not certain whether the disagreement is due to differences in what is being talked about or to false assumptions about the behavior of speciªc entities, or to experimental artefacts, or to defective reagents, or . . . -the list of possible sources of error can be continued indeªnitely. In order to resolve the disagreement, one needs speciªc local knowledge about how the differing techniques involved interact with the materials or behaviors in question. Without that knowledge, the disagreement risks intractability because one cannot determine whether the parties have actually ªxed on the same entity or behavior or cause of the phenomena in question. In forefront work, such as the exploratory work discussed today, it is extremely difªcult to secure the desired triangulation until there are routinized means of access to the theoretical entities, processes, or behaviors under investigation. The speciªcity of what went into the resolution of the disagreement between Jacob and Monod within their collaboration suggests very strongly that it will not be possible to develop a satisfactory general account of what it takes to resolve such issues.
This point about local knowledge provides a grain of truth for Joe Pitt's claim that science is subject to Heracleitean ºux. Typically (although, as it turns out, not in this instance) the highly speciªc knowledge of particular systems is relatively evanescent. The reasons for this can be highly contingent. Two examples: we cannot review the data from the Mercury series of rockets because there are no longer any computers available that have the sort of operating system needed to translate the data, which were electronically stored, into a form legible to humans. Because of scientiªc fashions, no one now knows the embryology of many of the marine organisms that were well studied in the late 19th century, though, typically, the data for this work are more readily available than the Mercury data.
But the sometimes-rapid turnover of local knowledge does not show that science is overcome by Heracleitean ºux. Because most scientiªc knowledge is connected to publication and to broader problems that remain in the community for long periods of time, we are much better able to recover an account of the larger issues that drove much scientiªc work. Our hand is strengthened when we can reconstruct-whether physically or by simulation-the details of particular experiments and instruments. F. L. Holmes has explored what he calls the investigative pathways of individual scientists by means of which they develop technical approaches to particular problems and by means of which they come to move from one problem to another. I suggest that not only individuals follow investiga-
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The Dilemma of Case Studies Resolved tive pathways, but also groups of scientists who share a basic problem and even disciplines. It is, after all, possible to give a fairly sharp characterization of the differences between the investigative pathways by which geneticists and biochemists approached the problem of protein synthesis in the 1950s and early 1960s. The main body of disciplinary knowledge and of the multi-disciplinary knowledge applied to one of Pitt's 'problematics' does not turn over at anything like as great a rate as local knowledge. We are usually able to resolve questions on this scale even when we are not able to do so for some of the local knowledge that was deployed in attacking the problems that the scientists were investigating. This provides us multiple pathways for zeroing in-and for zooming in and out-as we explore the questions about relevance of context that Prof. Pitt despairs of ever solving.
General Conclusions
I shall offer two groups of conclusions. The ªrst concerns the dilemma about the use of case studies put forward by Joe Pitt. The second concerns the implications of this paper for Kuhn's philosophy of science. On the view underlying this paper, science has no essence. Its standards for the adequacy of argument, evidence, experimental technique, and theory change-and should change-with time, discipline, subject matter, and setting. As my case studies illustrate, the changes we explored are not Heracleitean, but orderly and strongly based on evidence. In context, there is a justiªed, if rough and ready, ordering of the relative epistemic security of claims. Fundamental assumptions can be overturned, but it takes a great deal more to do so than it does to overturn relatively incidental (supposed) matters of fact or intermediate-level experimental protocols, evidential evaluations, or putative laws. This is crucial for the very existence of the scientiªc problematics that play a key role in Prof. Pitt's argument. Although scientiªc investigation starts in the middle of things, it does not take place in an epistemic vacuum, a Heracleitean morass. Pervasive change does not imply radical relativism or loss of contact between science and an external world. Rather, as we have seen, in favorable cases hard-won experimental ªndings can be used to adjudicate scientiªc disputes. As Dudley Shapere emphasized (Shapere 1980) and our case studies illustrate, we learn how to learn as we learn.
These considerations allow us to escape the second horn of Pitt's dilemma. Given that science has no essence, we cannot expect to ªnd universal methodological rules or philosophical principles that provide more than heuristic guidance. We must work in, and study, particular contexts and do our best to ªnd valid, but limited generalizations. Such work is, inevitably, subject to the risk of hasty generalization and sample bias. If we seek objectivity, we must do our best to combat these risks, but no one can escape them. Pitt's dilemma should be taken seriously only by those who believe that there is a universal or objective scientiªc method or that philosophy can provide sufªcient epistemological guidance to those who would seek truth in empirical matters. These beliefs, as we have seen, are poorly supported and highly suspect.
Case studies cannot and should not be expected to yield universal methodologies or epistemologies. Rather, they yield local or, better, regional standards-and fallible ones at that. As my discussion of the JacobMonod collaboration shows, to combat divergent assumptions it is crucial that the tools employed pin down the same entities or behaviors. One does not get much guidance about how to do this in general from the case study, though one does obtain some guidance for dealing with bacteria, DNA, RNA, and some proteins. But the heuristic principle that the case study yields is, I believe, valid: to resolve the choice between conºicting theoretical assumptions, try forging and using tools that are experimentally adequate to the task of identifying the entities and behaviors at stake with great speciªcity. To this extent, case studies like those explored today can make useful points in the methodology and philosophy of science.
The second set of general conclusions touches on a central Kuhnian issue. My case studies illustrate the solidity of some of the knowledge derived from exploratory experimentation and the continuities that can be forged by triangulation across disciplines and in the absence of deep theoretical commitments. Kuhnian philosophy of science cannot easily digest these important points, which conºict with the image of the centrality of paradigms in scientiªc disciplines and discontinuity across paradigms. For the sake of the argument suppose (what is surely false) that the conceptual structures at the heart of Kuhnian paradigms are so crystalline that they must be exchanged as wholes rather than by piecemeal processes. Given this, my case studies undermine the more extreme Kuhnian claims about the incommensurability of the interpretations of experiments by scientists working in different paradigms. (I think the extreme readings are fair to the original text of Kuhn's Structure of Scientiªc Revolutions, but my point is not about Kuhn exegesis, and so does not turn on how best to read Structure.) The case studies sketched above undermine incommensurability, taken strongly, because they reveal too many paradigm-independent means of achieving agreement about matters that are, in Hilary Putnam's useful term, transtheoretical (and hence transparadigmatic). The techniques for identifying a strain of bacteria force interpretative continuities on biologists, as do the techniques for determining whether or not a par-
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The Dilemma of Case Studies Resolved ticular enzyme or nucleic acid is present at a particular concentration at a particular place in a cell. These continuities are sufªcient to enforce a partly common interpretation of key experimental results even when those results are used to resolve fundamental theoretical disagreements. In the Jacob-Monod case, this is part of what is meant by saying that studies of the time course of enzyme production produced facts that were independent of the conºicting theories of the experimenters. Properly understood, such facts are not wholly theory-independent and certainly not infallibly known, but we have learned how to establish them in ways that do not turn on the disputes they are used to resolve-even when Kuhn would consider those disputes to be disputes across paradigms. This is a major reason for denying Kuhn's occasionally extreme holism and Joe Pitt's new-found Heracleiteanism. The turn to bottom up work in philosophy of science implies an important reduction in the ambitions of that discipline. We cannot expect case studies to yield or support universalizing methodologies or epistemologies. But the sacriªce of that sort of generality-or, rather, pseudo generality-allows both philosophers and historians to deal with concrete questions about how to improve empirical knowledge in the context of real knowledge situations-provided, of course, that they get the context right. This is more than philosophy can do by itself-it needs to engage with the science and relevant contexts involved. Furthermore, this result has epistemological bite. Properly ampliªed, it helps support the recent turn to practice in history and philosophy of science. It also reinforces the possibility of constructing a thoroughly fallibilist philosophy of science and sheds important light on the delicate-and contingent-interrelations between theory and experiment. For such questions, case studies provide the best resource available to the history and philosophy of science for understanding the practice of science.
